Here are a few reports of anti-authoritarian, anti-fascist, earth and animal liberation direct action from the comrades in Italy:

**EARTH LIBERATION FRONT**

**FIRE ATTACK**
9th of January, Buscate (Milano)

“On 9th of January 2012 in Buscate (MI), in the quarry of S.Antonio, we set fire to some instruments of destruction of the earth, leaving several incendiary bottles under two excavators, a truck, the circuit panel of the main processing machine and in an office, on the control panel. The woods are razed and the earth eviscerated to produce concrete which will suffocate other places.

The quarry is a striking example of how the earth is just considered raw material to exploit to enrich capitalists and plunders which will transform it into new buildings, construction projects and big businesses like the TAV (high speed train line) or Expo 2015 in Milano, and in concrete cages for alienated individuals, every day more distant from their real instincts and needs. To give a clear response to the evergrowing destruction of the woods and of wild spaces, we fight for a radical ecologism with direct actions. We don’t want to improve or to make urbanization more ‘green’, we want to stop it! Leaving this place we left the following writings: ‘More woods less concrete’, ‘No compromise in defence of the earth’.”

**ATTACKS ON FASCIST HEADQUARTERS**
4th of January, Varese / Cremona

From the media we come to know that during the last week, several threatening slogans appeared on the headquarters of the fascist local groups of Casa Pound in Varese and Cremona; apparently also two handmade bombs exploded in front of their headquarters in Varese.

**ATTACK WITH MOLOTOVS ON RIGHT WING HEADQUARTERS**
4th of January, Palermo

During the night, a molotov cocktail was thrown against the headquarters of “Giovane Italia”, the youth organization of PDL, a notorious right wing party whose head was Berlusconi. The fire damaged the entrance of the building. Some activists of the party were inside of the headquarters during the attack, but didn’t notice the fire until some neighbours called the police.

**TWO EXTREME RIGHT ACTIVISTS BEATEN BY ANARCHISTS**
5th of January, Torino

Two activists of the extreme right group “Fiamma Tricolore”, who were leafleting in the centre of the city of Torino, were attacked and beaten by a group of ten anarchists. One of them reported a broken nose.

**EXPLOSIVE DEVICE FOUND IN FRONT OF LOCAL POLICE STATION**
6th of January, Torino

An explosive device made of a gas canister and fuel was found under two cars in front of a local police station in Torino, and defused before it exploded. The smoke was noticed by a passing policeman.

**BURGER KING SET ON FIRE BY THE ANIMAL LIBERATION FRONT**
2nd of January, Rome

“On the night of January 2, 2012 we visited the Burger King in a district of Rome, smashing windows and setting fire to the building. No respite for the murderers of our brothers!”

**BOMB ATTACK ON HEADQUARTERS OF EQUITALIA**
January, Naples

Three bombs caused damage to the exterior doors at the headquarters of Equitalia (the Italian tax collection office) the South Course in Naples. The explosion almost simultaneously smashed the windows and caused damage to the gate. The police arrived on site and carried out a scientific technical survey. Experts used a detector as a precautionary measure to see if any other devices remained near the headquarters. The findings however, did not reveal the presence of any explosive substance, nor other devices. A short distance from the blast site were several parked cars that had been damaged. This suggests that the explosion from the bombs where powerful. There were no injuries to workers or pedestrians from this attack.

The findings however, did not reveal the presence of any explosive substance, nor other devices. A short distance from the blast site were several parked cars that had been damaged. This suggests that the explosion from the bombs where powerful. There were no injuries to workers or pedestrians from this attack.

Just over a month ago, at the same place, a powerful firecracker that did not cause significant damage to structures was set alight, no one noticed at the time that it was an attack, The next day the staff of Equitalia discovered the slight damage to the glass wall and gate.
‘Bombs Case’ trial update (Chile)

About a frame-up against anarchists...

“The mass of uniformed witnesses, judicial officials, analysts who have paraded through the tribunal speak of the scary, frightening, dreaded, terrorising, evil “anarchos-insurrectionalism” as one might speak of satanism, needless to say that none can speak specifically or define it beyond a simple and stupid “they are those who want to destroy the State”, even though within this characterization they are able to include literally whatever they want.”

From solidaridadporlxspresxs, translated by war on society:

*Attack on car dealership Atal, March 27, 2007: Police officers and witnesses who heard the noise finished testifying about the explosion in this attack. In which a couple of windows were broken and a car sustained minor damages which were repaired and the car sold.

*Attack on Chilectra, October 16, 2007
Unknown persons left an explosive device during the early hours, supposedly TNT activated by a fuse, broke windows of the Chilectra branch located on Gran Av. in La Cisterna. Near the branch leaflets were found making allusion to environmental issues and fee increases. Witnesses and owners of nearby premises testified who had learned of the explosion the following day observing the damages to the branch, as well as police in charge of the proceedings.

* ON TERROR: Interrogatories and questions from the prosecution
The prosecution is crude in its interrogatories, seeking to prove terror at any cost in order to thus justify the application of the anti-terrorist law. They insist with questions like: Were you scared? Did you feel panic? Did you think the worst? Is it normal for this to occur? The witnesses are people who live close the places of explosion or who heard of the explosions even by the press or telephone calls of neighbors altering them of the incident and many times surprised by the operations and mobilizations of the police. These kinds of questions are also put to the police who go to the locations afterwards, asking them grossly: Where you nervous? Did you wonder what would happen? Had this happened before in your police career? Did it call your attention? When your arrived at home, did you comment on it to your family? And thus an endless number of questions directed to the uniforms. In their interrogations the persecutors show that the prosecution itself is the only one who seeks to instill indiscriminate terror in everyone who so much as knew of the explosion.

*Statement and collaboration of the insect: the “intelligence” testify again.
On December 31, 2008, Gustavo Fuentes Aliaga, el grillo, stabbed his partner until believing her dead, then the insect collaborated and invented with the police letting himself be led by the imagination of the police and prosecutors to elaborate a statement with names and dates linking them with explosive attacks, among them himself and his recently attacked partner.

Personel from DIPOLCAR, (carabineros intelligence), were presented as witnesses in the trial narrating how the arrest and subsequent statement of the insect went, making it clear and even written that the deliriums of el grillo were guided by prosecutors and police, where coincidently the only device that he describes precisely is the device deactivated by GOPE at State Defense Council. The insect gives names and lets his imagination take off, collaborating with the police and indicating various persons, with this quantity of names the police conduct telephone taps, surveillance and raids to have Candelaria and Francisco charged, accused almost exclusively on the basis of the statements of this subject. The statement is taken with an endless number of irregularities in form, without defense council, without date nor hour of beginning and end, making a statement about a case when he was arrested for another and so on and so forth. The bourgeois press has leaked on innumerable occasions excerpts from the statement seeking to show some certainty and truth in the whole investigation.

The DIPOLCAR police appear again and testify in the trial, they carried out the surveillance, phone taps, monitoring marches because again for them there are apparent links between free expression, conspiratory centers, the struggle in the streets as an irrefutable element of participation in explosive attacks and thus the endless amount of illogical connections proper to the intelligence forces.

The true illicit terrorist association....
During the trial and in releases in which the press has transcended its time it has been made clear and apparent that in order to carry out the investigation they decided to create a multi-disciplinary team composed by different police forces of different sections in order to investigate the so-called “bombs case” from the carabineros to the PDI (Investigative Police) having to forget their historical differences and disputes between egos. It is thus that personal from different areas, in great part from the specialized departments, forms a group that, under the guise of looking for the authors of the explosive attacks, dedicated themselves to survey, monitor, listen in on, follow, and raid the entire wide spectrum of subjects who from whatever perspective show their critique of power: MIRists, shanty-dwellers’ organizations, prisoners with subservative history, squatters, anarchists, former Lautarinos, leftists, relatives, friends, neighbors, sporadic visitors to anti-authoritarian libraries, participants in marches, etc. The formation of a multi-disciplinary team on the part of the police would come to be the ‘anti-terrorist brigade’ of other countries. This team was commanded by the different prosecutors who led the investigation in their own times.

What the police intelligence say
The mass of uniformed witnesses, judicial officials, analysts who have paraded through the tribunal speak of the scary, frightening, dreaded, terrorizing, evil “anarchos-insurrectionalism” as one might speak of satanism, needless to say that none can speak specifically or definite it beyond a simple and stupid “they are those who want to destroy the State” even though within this characterization they are able to include literally whatever they want. These police read posters like they would read horror stories, in addition to having the gift of linking whatever discussion, nickname, graffiti, pamphlet, publication, poster, public activity, forum, march, conversation, phrase, word with some explosive device. Again the blatant political character of the trial that the comrades face is made manifest.

ABSOLUTION OF THE 5 COMRADES ON TRIAL FOR THE “BOMBS CASE”!

END TO THE POLITICAL TRIAL!
solidaridadporlxspresxs.blogspot.com
Joint declaration of subversive and revolutionary prisoners in support of the comrade Luciano Tortuga (Chile)

From liberaciontotal, translated by war on society:

This text was written before Luciano entered the health area of the Santiago 1 prison. Its delay in publication is due to the involvement of the different comrades imprisoned under the $hilean state, held in different prisons, so the dissemination and editing of this was made very difficult.

To the broad and widespread revolutionary/subversive spectrum:

We combatants of freedom have from within different centers of extermination united our words in order to make from them a strong gesture that passes through the isolation with which Power intends to silence us, so that our united gestures arrive at those comrades who do not take a step back before the enemy. This initiative aims to break the logics with which democracy sustains itself, those who with their moral citizenship seek to isolate the comrades in order to relegate them to forgottenness, but they do not frighten us and we raise our voice to send our strength and care to the comrade Luciano Pitronello, who after the events of the early hours of June 1st has been seriously injured.

We are not interested in the dilemma of guilt or innocence, our language is not that of Power, since we do not recognize anyone who comes to judge our decisions much less our own selves.

Our responsibility is not judicial, we assume a political responsibility before our comrades of struggle, which has nothing to do with their laws.

It is because of centuries of oppression and exploitation that across the length of history various expressions of resistance and offensive have raised themselves against the oppressors. In $hile since the beginning of the 20th century we have been developing experiences of libertarian and autonomous struggle, which continue until today.

Today under a democratic regime, heir to the dictatorship of the tyrant Pinochet, the revolutionary/subversive struggle continues and takes new forms. For years the multiform expressions such as days of dissemination, meetings, shows, publications, etc were making themselves every time more frequent, as well as other forms of struggle, which disrupted the false peace of the oppressors. Anonymous hands began to attack material symbols of Power continually, with explosives or homemade incendiary devices. While these attacks began to have much notoriety since 2004, they are no more than the continuation of the offensive and resistance that militants of political-military organizations (MIR-FPMR-MJL) decided to continue after the dictatorship-democracy transition, but the difference is that now the sedition organizes itself in a horizontal form, an affinity-based and informal form.

Autonomous Mapuche, squatters, anarchists, former political prisoners and now insurgent student youth are the internal enemy of Power, which tries daily to annihilate them. Through the mass disinformation media the oppressors have marked the path for repression, likewise they have also sadistically made fun of the painful accident that Luciano faced. All this under a supposed anti-terrorist campaign, it is here where we are not deterred. For Power every person in individual or collective form who intends to subvert the imposed order is cataloged as terrorist, and not for the violence with which people act, but rather for their conviction and decision to fight. For us the only terrorist is Power, the State and Capital, since terrorism seeks to cause indiscriminate fear in society, and it is only they who have the capacity and resources to impose themselves over all the oppressed.

Power already feasted on the unfortunate loss of Mauricio Morales, a valiant anarchist comrade, not only celebrating his accident but also criminalizing all his relations of friendship and comradeship, he is added to a long list of combatants who have fallen in the struggle against oppression. And it is for this struggle also that now there is a comrade wounded and held captive in similar circumstances, and so support becomes indispensable.

We recognize our differences as individuals, but these are not limitations for our recognition of each other as comrades in struggle, even without some of us knowing each other, the love of freedom unites us and it is the differences between us that strengthen us. It is for this reason that we make the call to solidarity with the comrade Luciano/Tortuga. To not fall into the fear that Power wants to impose in order to isolate the comrade. The fact that an anarchist comrade has been wounded, is a prisoner and faces a judicial process is sufficient reason to support him and not leave him alone. We do not remain impassive while they make a tragedy into a spectacle, showing itself as clear vengeance against one who they see as the visible face after years of anti-authoritarian resistance and offensive.

Nor do we forget the support that old political prisoners received in past years, those who were sentenced for assassinations, expropriations or explosive attacks, which did not impede those consistent persons from supporting the mobilizations that allowed the comrades to return to the street, as a valuable example of struggle.

May these words of love and freedom pass through walls and bars in order to reach Luciano and his close ones in this difficult time. Comrade our thoughts are with you, we envy your strength for you stay strong against the enemy, because in the social war no one is alone, we make solidarity our greatest weapon.

With all the comrades fallen in combat in memory, for them our greatest homage is to continue fighting. Combatant youth, permanent insurrection.

May the historical memory bury those who condemn the path of the offensive against Power!!

While there is misery there will be rebellion!

Until Total Liberation!!

Luciano – Tortuga to the street, now!

PS: The comrade was charged on November 22nd for a “placement of IED” and for “falsification of license plate,” also he is investigated for other attacks. In this hearing he was ordered
to preventive prison while the investigation continues for 70 days.

Luciano is in the High Security Area of the prison Santiago One, he needs a special and constant treatment which is subject to the disposition, will and energy of the jailers, being gendarmeria, the institution is responsible for the health of the comrade not deteriorating.

Marcelo Villarroel
Juan Aliste Vega
Freddy Fuentevilla
Zerman Elias
Cristobal Franke-Mono
Gonzalo Zapata
Esteban Huiniguir
Miguel Sanchez
Juan Tapia Olivares
Alberto Olivares Fuenzalida

Sabotage and attacks against automated car tolls and social control (Portugal)

A list of a few actions that took place:

25th December 2010, A28, Neiva (North) – toll gate burnt down. Burning tires were placed inside the cabin. A representative of a protest group (Comissão de Utentes do Grande Porto) condemned the action: “I think this was only an action of vandalism and not a way of protest. It’s out of question to act this way.”

28th December 2010, A28, Esposende (North) – toll gate sabotaged; masked people shot a cabin containing electronic equipment with a handgun. “The companies running the A28 concession (Litoral Norte and ViaLivre) condemned the acts of vandalism against the tolls structures in this highway”.

24th April 2011, A22, Boliqueime, Loulé and Olhão (South) – three structures of support to the toll gates in Via do Infante (A22) burnt down. Inside them was the electrical equipment for the future toll gates. According to the newspapers, the doors were broken into and inside were placed tires on fire.

26th April 2011, A28, Neiva (North) – toll gate burnt down.

21st May 2011, A25, Cacia (Center) – toll gate burnt down.

23rd May 2011, A17, Mira/Vagos (Center) – toll gate burnt down. “The GNR (Guarda Nacional Republicana) suspects that in several cases were used tires and firelighters to start the fires, since they are fast burning materials and disappear completely after the fire.”

25th June 2011, A25, Cacia (Center) – toll gate electric box set on fire. The concessionary (Ascendi) says they are going to make more patrols to protect the gates.

Boliqueime (South) – surveillance cameras of a toll gate were destroyed by gun shots and a nearby box with electronic devices was burnt.

12th December 2011, A22, Boliqueime (South) – surveillance cameras of a toll gate were destroyed by gun shots and a nearby box with electronic devices was burnt.

13th December 2011, A22, Guia (South) – toll gate burnt down, and a car of the running company shot at with a rifle.

14th July 2011, A22, Machados (South) – three machines working on the site of a future road connection to the A22 were vandalized. Punctured tires, electric, gas and water cables cut and a message written on a truck: “one more road here: no thanks. Get out.”

14th December 2011, A22 (South) – 60 cops of the Republican National Guard (GNR) start spending the nights next to every toll gate in the highway to try to stop the sabotages.

19th December 2011, A22, Boliqueime (South) – boxes of optic fibre cables burnt, far from the eyes of the cops (these boxes aren’t close to the toll gates where the cops spend the night).

27th December 2011, A22, Olhão/Tavira (South) – box of optic fibre cables burnt. It’s through these cables that the information from the toll gates is sent to the central. “After the police reinforcement close to the toll gates, the criminals started to do this kind of actions to protest against the tolls.” Close to Olhão, another box had its cables cut this same day.

Throughout the summer of 2011, a newsletter with more information on this struggle (chronology, companies involved in the different highways, info on the microchips used in the license plates for automatic payment, map of known sabotages throughout the country, etc) and on other struggles is widely distributed in Lisbon, Setúbal and a few other places. Recently a weblog appeared in the internet containing suggestions on “the things you shouldn’t do so as to avoid damaging the toll gates in the highways”.

Update on the Two Imprisoned Combatants in Yogyakarta (Indonesia)

Edited from negasi-negasi

Reyhart Rumbayan (Eat) and Billy Augustan (Billy) are members of an insurrectionist group called ‘Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell - FAI Indonesia’. They are being held since October 7th 2011 in connection to an arson attack in which the ATM machine of a capitalist network, the Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI), was burnt in Jogjakarta.

It is likely that their trial will take place this month, January 2012.

The likelihood is that they will be charged with criminal accusations which have a maximum sentence of nine years in prison.

Free the two Jogja combatants!!!
Fire to the prisons !!!
Long Live Insurrection !!!

International revolutionary solidarity with Eat, Billy & Luciano too!!!

For a world without borders, prisons or financial markets.